Born from fun.®

Panda Power™ is a new progressive jackpot series by Konami Gaming, Inc. that amps the excitement
of player-favorite titles like Dragon’s Law™ Twin Fever™ and Lion Carnival™ with extra multipliers,
bonus spins, and progressive jackpot possibilities—available only on DIMENSION 27.™

GAME PLAY

Panda Power combines popular Konami base games on the lower screen with a middle screen bonus
reel frame and a top screen bonus wheel—leveraging all 3 game screens to share panda-filled game play
experiences! The series offers a wild array of slot adventures for players to enjoy, with base games they
already know and love.

PANDA POWER FEATURE

Panda Power Feature is awarded with 3 or
more Panda Power symbols

Throughout game play, small Panda Power symbols appear across
all reels. Whenever 3 or more Panda Power symbols land, the
Panda Power Feature is awarded. The middle bonus reel frame is
activated, and players receive 1 spin on a reel filled with only panda
face symbols and blank symbols. Depending on the number of
Panda Power symbols that triggered the feature and the number of
panda faces collected on the middle bonus reel frame, the player
is awarded a corresponding number of bonus spins. To make the
rewards even greater, players next move to the prize wheel in the
top screen where they have the chance at a guaranteed additional
prize above beyond the awarded bonus spins. Possible prizes
include:
• GRAND PROGRESSIVE JACKPOT
• MAJOR PROGRESSIVE JACKPOT

Spin the top screen prize wheel for multipliers or
jackpot awards

• 2
 X, 3X, 4X, OR 5X MULTIPLIERS DURING
THE BONUS SPINS
Once the wheel award is revealed, the bottom reel frame transforms
to the bonus spin feature, for players to play out their awarded
bonus spins.

BET CONFIGURATION

Panda Power is available in 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, 50¢, and $1
options. Jackpot odds increase at higher bet levels.
Spin the middle bonus reels for bonus spins
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PANDA POWER IS LAUNCHING
WITH SEVERAL COMPATIBLE BASE GAMES
This Xtra Reward® title is an original math 5-reel game that pays
tribute to the top-performing classic with two long-tailed Dragon’s
Law™ characters displayed in the upper screen—a red dragon and a
blue dragon—for double the mystery feature excitement. Randomly
before or after any spin, either one or both dragon characters will
snake across the reels to scatter additional wild symbols. Dragon’s
Law Twin Fever also includes a free game feature, triggered by any
3 or more scatter yin-yang symbols. The Dragon’s Law Feature
occurs more frequently during the free games, and additional free
games can be won during the free game feature.

Feel the earth quiver and the jackpots quake when you wield the
power of the Greek god of thunder in Thunder Warrior™. Inspired
by strength of Thor, this 5-reel slot game places him as the hero
character. His face covers the wild symbol, his helmet acts as the
scatter symbol, and his hammer gleams as Pic-A. Whenever a wild
symbol lands on the reels, there is a chance Thor shoots down
lightning upon the reels, randomly sending full-reel wilds across
any reels.

TM

No matter the time year, Konami’s popular Solstice Celebration™
5-reel video slot captures the magic of the seasons with fascinating
bonus play and frequent Sparkle Feature. The game uses Konami’s
Xtra Reward and Action Stacked Symbols® to create stacks of
framed matching symbols for increasing win combinations. Anytime
framed stacked symbols cover 2 or more reels, any remaining
partially-framed reels nudge to cover the entire reel and all framed
symbols are transformed to a matching, random gigantic symbol—
an extra winning opportunity called the Sparkle Feature. Should the
Sparkle Feature produce the free game princess symbol, players win
up to 40 free games. During the free games, any wild sun symbols
automatically nudge to cover the entire reel with wilds, and the
Sparkle Feature can occur more frequently.

Lion Carnival™ is among the most popular releases in Konami’s
Multiple Lines 15 REELS™ series. It features a mystery multiplier
chance throughout game play. All multipliers appearing after the
reels stop will be multiplied together, for a total multiplier from 1x
to 144x. During the free games, the mystery multiplier feature is
always active.
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CONTACT YOUR KONAMI
SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Konami Gaming, Inc.
585 Konami Circle
Las Vegas NV, 89119
866.KGI.INFO
www.konamigaming.com
87.38”
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